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AN IMPERIAL OIL PORTRAIT OF NOOHAI ATTRIBUTED TO
IGNAZ SICHELBARTH, (AI QIMENG, 1708-1780), ET AL.
QING DYNASTY, QIANLONG PERIOD, CIRCA 1771
Estimate: 600,000 - 800,000 HKD
oil on Korean paper
the bust portrait depicting the Mongolian Qošot noble in frontal view, dressed in a
dark purplish-navy fur-lined winter surcoat emblazoned with an embroidered
first-rank military badge with a qilin amidst colourful clouds, the robe trimmed with
a brown fur collar and white fur down the centre, his boyish clean-shaven face
framed by a single pendent pearl earring in his left ear and and his fur-trimmed
court hat with a red coral button indicating second rank and a one-eyed peacock
feather, his neck draped with a red coral necklace, all reserved on a bluish-grey
background, the upper right corner inscribed vertically in Chinese with the
characters Heshite toudeng taiji Nuohai ('The Qošot noble of the first rank,
Noohai'), and repeated on the in Manchu on the upper left corner, the upper left
corner of the reverse attached with a yellow label inscribed Tuerhute xiang di shichi
('The seventeenth painting from the Torgut portrait series')
76.2 by 58.7 cm., 30 by 23 in.
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AN IMPERIAL OIL PORTRAIT OF NOOHAI
ATTRIBUTED TO IGNAZ SICHELBARTH. (AI QIMENG. 1708-1780). ET AL.
QlNG DYNASTY, QiANLONG PERIOD, CIRCA 1771
oil on Korean paper
the bust portrait depicting the Mongolian Qofot noble in frontal view, dressed in a dark
purplish-navy fur-lined winter surcoat emblazoned with an embroidered first-rank military
badge with a qilin amidst colourful clouds, the robe trimmed with a brown fur collar and white
fur down the centre, his boyish clean-shaven face framed by a single pendent pearl earring in
his left ear and and his fur-trimmed court hat with a red coral button indicating second rank and
a one-eyed peacock feather, his neck draped with a red coral necklace, all reserved on a bluishgrey background, the upper right corner inscribed vertically in Chinese with the characters
Heshite toudeng tay Nuohai CThe Qoiot noble of the first rank. Noohai?, and repeated on the
in Manchu on the upper left corner, the upper left corner of the reverse attached with a yellow
label inscribed Tuerhute xiang di shichi (The seventeenth painting from the Torgut portrait
series",
76.2 by 58.7 cm., 30 by 23 in.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND CONDITION REPORTS AT SOTHmYSBM

The Manchu transliteration:
Hooiot L$J jergi taiji Noohai
The English translation:

The QoTot noble of the first rank Noohai
Noohai (d. 1792). Qoiot from the Borjigidfamily, was the uncle of Gungge
(lot 151) and related to Buyancuk (lot 150) who belonged to the same

generation. His father was called Gungke baljur. In i n 1 Noohai returned
from Russia with Ubasi Khan. He was appointedJasak taq of the first rank
a title which was decreed hereditary in 1783. In i n s he ran the affairs of the
Right Wing Banner and became Jasag. He passed away in 1792. The name
of his son was Sanji.
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